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Abstract
Securities lending data holds the key to unlock
additional value from a securities lending programme. This paper dives into the data available
today and the best practices and strategies for the
use of that data. Revenue attribution and performance measurement techniques are discussed alongside examples of real analysis produced and used
by market participants today. The paper also covers
how to identify missed opportunities and addresses
the pitfalls and considerations to be understood

when conducting analysis of a lending programme.
Finally, it explores the future use of data to drive
artificial intelligence and further automation in and
beyond the securities financing markets.
Keywords: market data, securities
lending; performance measurement,
analytics, Big Data
SECURITIES LENDING MARKET
REVENUE, SIZE AND SCOPE
The securities lending market generated
US$8.66bn in revenue on behalf of beneficial owners in 2019 (see Figure 1). In the
securities lending world, we refer to the
long holders of securities (sovereign wealth
funds, pension funds, insurance companies, etc.) as beneficial owners. Revenue in
2019 was down from the post-crisis record
level of approximately US$10bn in 2018.
For many securities lending participants,
from beneficial owners to agent lenders
and broker dealers, the crucial and ongoing question is: Was the optimal return
achieved on the portfolio? The answer to
this question is in the data; as securities
lending data has become exponentially
more robust over the last decade, market
participants have embraced the ability to
perform more detailed analysis of their
lending programmes. In the paragraphs
to follow, we will examine how best to
use securities lending data to monitor
performance and extract additional value
from a lending programme.
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Figure 1 Historical securities lending global revenue 2015–2020
Source: DataLend.

THE DATA
Securities lending data has become
embedded across the market and is treated
as an asset in its own right, one that is
pivotal in the navigation of a changing
market environment. DataLend — the
securities finance market data division
of EquiLend — provides aggregated,
anonymised, cleansed and standardised
securities finance data covering all asset
classes, regions and markets globally.
DataLend data is a composition of our
beneficial owner, agent lender, principal
lender and broker–dealer client contributions. Our beneficial owner client base
ranges from small common trusts to some
of the largest asset managers, pension plans
and sovereign wealth funds in the world.
The DataLend universe of data captures US$2.23tn in assets on loan, across
over 53,000 unique securities. Our clients’
lendable assets exceed US$21.7tn across
177,000+ unique securities (see Figure 2).
More than 3.2 million global transactions
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are processed, aggregated, validated and
further cleansed daily to ensure unparalleled data quality.

THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AND
SHIFTING MINDSET
Primarily driven by regulatory changes and
the subsequent capital charges incurred by
lenders and borrowers, securities lending
programmes have become more complex in
recent years. The business has evolved from
a back-office commodity to a front-office
investment product. All participants must
now consider a wider range of collateral
types, varied term structures, new routes
to market, risk-weighted asset (RWA)
charges for beneficial owners and bespoke
indemnities.
Given the various decisions that beneficial owners face when reviewing their
lending programmes, many have now taken
a hands-on approach with their investment
teams providing programme oversight, as
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Figure 2 Trending on-loan balances and lendable securities 2015–2020
Source: DataLend.

opposed to an outsourced approach using
their custodians or external investment
managers.
The shift in approach is evidenced by
a recent DataLend global survey, which
found that 66 per cent of beneficial owner
respondents enrolled in securities lending
had a primary goal of generating alpha
— a 7 per cent increase from our previous survey two years prior. Historically,
the incremental revenue from lending was
viewed as a way of offsetting custody fees,
management fees or operational expenses;
in more recent times, however, beneficial
owners are starting to see lending revenue in a new light — one that not only
covers operational expenses but can offer
additional returns resulting in outperformance by the underlying funds relative to
market peers. In other words, securities
lending is an investment product — one
that adds value to the investor by enhancing fund performance. As an investment
product, beneficial owners and agents are
scrutinising their programmes in more

detail and are using higher-quality data
to assist. According to the recent survey,
81 per cent of beneficial owners are using
securities lending market data and are
demanding more detailed data and analytics. The trend continues when we look at
the importance of independent research.
More than 50 per cent of respondents said
that they use independent research and
trade publications, such as DataLend’s
The Purple, to stay informed of developments and broader market revenue trends.
With the right data, beneficial owners
can define their programme parameters
to ensure yield objectives are met while
remaining within their individual risk
parameters.
SECURITIES LENDING ANALYSIS:
REVENUE ATTRIBUTION AND
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Historically, beneficial owners relied
on their agents to provide data, typically focused on general market trends or
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comparative year-over-year performance.
Today, there is a desire for direct access to
more detailed reporting around revenue
attribution and performance relative to the
broader industry. Before examining best
practices around revenue attribution analysis and performance measurement, it is
important to define the key performance
terms as follows:
•• Lendable: the total value of assets that are
available to be lent
•• On Loan: the total value of securities
on loan
•• Volume-weighted average fees (intrinsic
rates): the average fee paid to borrow a
security weighted by loan volume
•• Cash reinvestment yield: return earned
on reinvested cash collateral
•• Utilisation: on-loan value as a percentage
of lendable
•• Securities lending return to lendable:
intrinsic revenue as a percentage of lendable, usually expressed in basis points
•• Total return to lendable: total revenue
(including cash reinvestment) as a percentage of lendable, usually expressed in
basis points
•• Securities lending revenue: the intrinsic
revenue generated from securities lending
•• Cash reinvestment revenue: revenue
generated by cash reinvestment activity
•• Total revenue: securities lending plus cash
reinvestment revenue
•• General collateral (GC): securities trading at roughly the same rate (usually with
lower intrinsic value)
•• Special: securities with higher intrinsic
value
•• Bullet: a term trade with a finite end date
•• Evergreen: a term trade with a rolling
end date
REVENUE ATTRIBUTION
Understanding revenue attribution is the
foundation to the sound management of
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a securities lending programme. Simply
put, the analysis details the drivers of the
overall return to lendable and therefore
provides the underlying lender with the
tools necessary to make decisions regarding programme guidelines.
A detailed and strong revenue attribution analysis should be understood within
the context of liquidity, credit, market and
structuring risk. For example, especially
for a GC security, the same loaned security
could generate very different returns based
on noncash collateral type (eg government
debt versus equity), borrower type (eg
highly rated broker–dealer versus nonrated
dealer or fund), trade term (open versus
bullet/evergreen) and cash reinvestment
guidelines (in the case of cash collateral).
There are many ways to cut and slice
the data when looking at revenue attribution. The analysis is commonly performed
on a quarterly or semi-annual basis and
starts with a high-level examination of
the contribution to overall revenue from
different asset classes and sectors. A deeper
dive can then look at the revenue contribution from each of the following:
•• Asset-type performance
º Equity versus fixed income
º Sector performance
•• GC versus specials
•• Cash reinvestment returns
•• Term trades
•• Individual securities (eg top 20 earners)
As mentioned earlier, the end result is to
dissect the portfolio to a level where each
dollar of revenue can be attributed to
either the intrinsic value of a security or
one of the drivers of demand, such as term
or collateral. Revenue from cash reinvestment is also a key factor to be considered
across both special and GC securities.
In addition to looking at attribution at
the gross revenue level, a lender will then
likely want to consider the same analysis
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Figure 3 Overview of loan activity by borrower
Source: DataLend.

based on return to lendable and even a
return to the on-loan value. These data
points will help paint a better picture
around the value being returned based
on the holding available and the amount
on loan or ‘at risk’. The final output of a
revenue attribution analysis can vary. One
popular report regularly used by lenders

is the ‘Beneficial Owner Borrower Overview’ (see Figure 3).
The borrower-level revenue attribution allows a beneficial owner or an agent
lender to understand how each borrower
is contributing to the overall return. The
analysis looks at the borrower with the
highest revenue contribution, the borrower
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with the largest loan balance, and identifies
the one with the highest average fees. It
also details the loan value by fee bucket,
revenue by fee bucket and cash reinvestment at an aggregate level and then across
each individual borrower.
The borrower-level revenue attribution
helps a lender ensure they are optimising
their activity with each of their counterparts and may drive decisions around future
trade structures.
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
The availability of comprehensive and
quality data today provides market participants with the tools to analyse the drivers
of revenue across their portfolio. Revenue
attribution, however, is only one piece of
the puzzle.
Aggregated industry data provides
insight into trends in the broader market, trends that may not be apparent when
looking at an individual portfolio in isolation. Aggregated industry-level data can
help a lender identify new opportunities or
trade types they had not previously considered, while at the same time provide the
tools to measure portfolio performance
relative to the larger marketplace. Performance measurement is the practice of
taking a daily replica of an individual portfolio based on all holdings and weightings
and calculating how the industry would
have performed on that portfolio. To conduct effective and accurate performance
measurement, standards must be applied
to all data contributions to ensure a consistent comparison from one portfolio to
the next. Once beneficial owners establish
programme parameters in line with their
risk appetites, they then have a responsibility to ensure that their programmes
are being properly managed and that they
achieve returns commensurate with market rates. Given the complexities of the
market and the unique nature of each
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beneficial owner’s programme, this is not
an easy or straightforward task. Many have
asked, ‘How can I get a true like-for-like
analysis when comparing my programme
to the broader industry, and how can I
ensure that my agents are reporting their
performance in a consistent manner?’ The
answer starts with data quality and a standardised peer group.
APPLYING STANDARDS TO
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
The standardisation of beneficial owner
performance reporting is a key focus for
a market data provider. DataLend led the
standardisation of performance measurement when our performance measurement
product was launched in 2016. The reporting tool was built in consultation with our
agent lender and beneficial owner clients to
ensure consistency around the submission
of lendable assets, including the removal of
restricted positions, the handling of beneficial owner or agent lender buffers and
permission-based lending. On an ongoing
basis, market data providers must work
closely with agent lender clients to ensure
all beneficial owner static data is accurate
and updated in a timely fashion.
As part of performance measurement,
agent lenders and beneficial owners may
compare an individual fund’s or account’s
performance to the entire industry or to a
defined peer group. The peer group is constructed based on the attributes assigned to
the beneficial owner by their agent lender
and weighted to the beneficial owner’s
portfolio holdings during a reporting
period. To ensure consistency in reporting
across agent lenders, peer groups should be
maintained and managed by the market
data provider and should not be able to be
altered by the agent lender.
The peer group benchmark performance
can be conducted at five different matching
levels:
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1. Peer Group 1: Industry — compares
a client’s portfolio to the rest of the
industry regardless of that client entity’s
characteristics
2. Peer Group 2: Legal Structure and Collateral Type — compares a client’s portfolio to other beneficial owners with the
same legal structure and collateral type
3. Peer Group 3: Legal Structure and Fiscal
Location — compares a client’s portfolio
to other beneficial owners with the same
legal structure and collateral type
4. Peer Group 4: Legal Structure, Fiscal
Location and Collateral Type — compares a client’s portfolio to other beneficial owners with the same legal structure,
fiscal location and collateral type
5. Risk Group: DataLend Collateral
Matching — compares a client’s portfolio to other beneficial owners with
the same noncash collateral flexibility
For all peer group benchmarking options,
DataLend matches at both the security level
and dividend rate level to ensure a ‘like-forlike’ comparison.
As a leading data provider, we recognise
there is more work to be done when it comes
to refining the standards and consistency of
data in the performance measurement process. DataLend is committed to actively
participating in the International Securities
Lending Association Performance Measurement Working Group, through which
agent lenders, beneficial owners and our
data provider peers are working to further
refine the process.
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
ANALYSIS
Performance measurement is a more robust
version of revenue attribution analysis,
bringing in the wider industry or peer
group as a benchmark.
Historically, most beneficial owners
looked at performance measurement as

a tool to evaluate their agent; while this
exercise still has value today, one can see
from the aforementioned revenue attribution discussion that there is a lot more value
to be extracted by digging into the data,
better understanding the broader market
trends and identifying missed opportunities. For example, when comparing a
portfolio to a peer group of like funds (eg
pension plans), a fund may identify additional revenue opportunities should they
unrestrict a certain asset class or allow for a
new collateral type.
KEY REPORTS
Similar to revenue attribution analysis,
there are many ways to examine a portfolio
using a performance measurement tool. The
following represents a highlight of the key
reports many DataLend clients use today.
AGENT LENDER PERFORMANCE
FOR BENEFICIAL OWNERS
A comparison of the portfolio balances,
rates and revenue, aggregated by each agent
lender for both the beneficial owner and the
peer group (see Figure 4).
ASSET-TYPE PERFORMANCE
A comparison of the portfolio balances,
rates and revenue, aggregated by asset type
and agent lender for both the beneficial
owner and the peer group.
TOP 20 EARNERS
A list of the top 20 revenue-generating
securities in the portfolio by agent lender
(see Figure 5).
OPPORTUNITIES
The top 20 highest-earning securities by
the peer group for which the lender had 0
per cent utilisation.
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Figure 4 Lending statistics by each agent lender
Source: DataLend.

Figure 5 Top earning securities by agent lender
Source: DataLend.
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Figure 6 Performance metrics trending over time
Source: DataLend.

TRENDING PERFORMANCE — TOTAL
PROGRAMME
Time series charts plotting both the beneficial owner and peer group figures for
utilisation, intrinsic rate, total spread and
noncash fees across the entire portfolio.
Trending performance can also be shown
by asset class, sector and at a security level
(see Figure 6).
Recently, an even more detailed
report was created at the request of our
beneficial owner clients and agent
lenders. The ‘Performance and Revenue Overview’ provides clients with a
security-level analysis comparing performance to the wider agent lender
programme and then to the industry (see
Figure 7).

PITFALLS, CONSIDERATIONS AND
MISSED OPPORTUNITIES
By now, the value performance measurement and revenue attribution analysis can
bring to a lending programme should be
evident. There are, however, many pitfalls of which to be aware. While there
is a plethora of information that can be
gained from securities lending data and
performance measurement, there are many
nuances in the securities lending market
that make a true like-for-like benchmark
comparison difficult. It is important not
to fall prey to these pitfalls. For example,
careful attention must be paid to concentration. If a beneficial owner owns an
outsized position, revenue expectations
can be blown out of proportion if average
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Figure 7 Security-level analysis versus agent lender and broader market
Source: DataLend.

market utilisation and fees are applied to
the asset holder’s position. Credit limits,
buffers, approved counterparties, proxy
voting restrictions and hurdle rates are all
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factors that could skew performance and
are not always accounted for when looking at industry averages. This is why it is
important for beneficial owners to have
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more detailed conversations with their
agent lenders, third-party data providers
or consultants.
While we saw in our recent survey that
81 per cent of beneficial owners are using
securities lending data in some form or
another, consequently nearly 19 per cent
said they do not use lending data at all.
Another 29 per cent said they do not or do
not know if they look at their performance
relative to the broader market.
Therefore, a sizeable group of beneficial owners is leaving value on the table by
failing to apply market data and analytics
to guide their lending strategies. By using
performance measurement tools, beneficial owners can better identify missed
opportunities and make more informed
decisions about their lending programme
and parameters.
ALTERNATIVE AND FUTURE USES OF
SEC LENDING TOOLS AND DATA
The appetite for independent securities
finance data continues to grow. Beneficial owners are accessing data directly,
whether via a web interface, a file feed,
an Excel add-in or an application programming interface (API). Many like the
ability to access the data from multiple
agents in one single log-on. Separately,
agent lenders are incorporating market
data into their trading algorithms, and
more broadly speaking, the data is being
used for collateral management purposes
across business and products.

Data and automation are also being
used to address operational efficiencies in
the securities finance market and play a
critical role in ensuring a more seamless
trading and post-trade process. Across the
EquiLend enterprise, the firm is working
with the market to enhance inefficiencies
and increase automation in the life cycle
management process in an effort to prevent
operational breaks.
Securities lending data has become an
asset in its own right as it is used outside of
the lending industry for a variety of reasons.
We have worked with cash trading desks
and transition management desks who are
trying to gain insights into market liquidity,
index providers who create specialised indices using the data, buy-side asset managers
who use the data for portfolio construction, trading signals and liquidity, and
global research teams. Long-only portfolio
managers have also shown interest in securities lending activity because it can reveal
valuable information on negative market sentiment, which may be difficult for
these managers to otherwise ascertain.
Looking ahead, we believe there will be
a rise in the application of artificial intelligence and machine learning, allowing
users to apply predictive analytics to their
lending strategies and add automation to
their trading processes. Securities finance
data and technology can unlock untapped
value and free up internal resources to
create greater efficiencies not only in the
lending markets but also in the broader
global markets.
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